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Glebe Farm near Great Rissington, run by the
Spooner family, the third generation to farm there, is
a 300-acre farm running along the Rivers Dikler and
Windrush. The farm is largely grass, with some arable,
and is cattle grazed. Approximately 130 acres of the
farm is in a Natural England funded ESA agreement.

In 2011, the first survey in late April revealed seven
lapwings, along with a few curlews, feeding together
in the wet scrapes. The second visit proved even
more fruitful, with 12 lapwings calling and displaying
over the field. The site was surveyed by the Reverend
David Capron, who, as a volunteer for Lapwing Landscapes, has watched this particular site for the past
eight years. He describes his experience this year: “It
is always good to escape from my parish and I am
eternally grateful to the Spooner family for allowing
me to survey their water meadows. This year I experienced the excitement and the joy of witnessing a
dozen lapwings wheeling around. The shrill, harsh
calls reminded me to tread gently and I removed myself from the immediate vicinity for a final look from a
river bridge nearby. Such joyous memories are much
treasured, and I am looking forward to retirement
and being able to devote much more time to such
pleasant pursuits!”

a million
voices for
nature

Lapwing Landscapes
proving habitats on their
farms hopefully this will
change soon.
Encouragingly, lapwings
achieved their highest
productivity yet on the
reserve with the aid of an
electric predator fence
denying foxes and badgers access to one of the
main nesting areas.
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Lapwings have occasionally nested on the farm,
which also holds large numbers of snipe and a few
jack snipe each winter. During the past few years, enhancements, partly funded by the ESA agreement,
have been made on the farm, re-wetting new areas
and improving the sward for breeding waders. John
Spooner undertook a major block of work in the autumn of 2010 in a field which had great potential for
wetland restoration. The field was re-wetted utilising
an existing but defunct drainage system. By putting
bunds in the centre ditch and a sluice at the edge of
the field, water is backed up in the winter to retain
wet areas for waders. Further, using a levelling survey
to identify the best locations, shallow scrapes were
created to provide ideal feeding habitat for lapwings.
In addition, some of the field boundary hedges were

reduced in height, and willows pollarded, to open up
the field and make it more attractive for breeding
waders and other ground-nesting birds.

The vast majority of breeding birds are found on land
managed through Natural
England’s Higher or Entry
Level Stewardship (HLS or
ELS) funding, strongly highlighting the reliance of
breeding waders on the
uptake of these government run schemes.

ESA ending? Time to do more for waders under HLS?

2011 ‘snapshot’ survey

If, like many farmers in the Upper Thames Tributaries, you have been in the ESA scheme for ten years
or more and have enjoyed seeing the increase in
wildlife as a result of your work, you may like to consider taking things that bit further and applying for
HLS. If you have riverside land that floods regularly
and is fairly open in character it may have potential
to attract wading birds, which are a key target under
the HLS scheme. Your local Natural England adviser
or the RSPB Lapwing Landscapes Officer could visit
your farm to explain to you exactly what would be

elcome to the fourth Lapwing Landscapes newsletter! Every year the
Lapwing Landscapes project carries out surveys on key sites across
the Upper Thames Tributaries (UTT) to provide a snapshot of what is happening to wader numbers. Many thanks must be given to the volunteers
who undertake the surveys and to the landowners who provide support.

Contact us...
Charlotte Kinnear, Lapwing Landscape project,
RSPB Otmoor Nature Reserve, c/o Folly Farm,
Common Road, Beckley, Oxford, OX3 9UR.
Tel: 01865 351163

required. Management would include extensive
grazing, creation of shallow scrapes, and possibly
some control of water levels where practicable. If
you are keen, it can be an extremely rewarding option as some farmers have seen these fantastic birds
returning to breed on sites where they have been
absent for many years.
For more information on Environmental Stewardship please contact Anne Newson at Natural England
on 0300 060 1928.

The RSPB would like to thank the following funding partners
who are supporting this project: Biffaward, Cherwell District
Council, the Environment Agency and The Waterways Trust.

Natural England is here to conserve and enhance the natural
environment, for its intrinsic value, the wellbeing and enjoyment of people and the economic prosperity that it brings.
The RSPB speaks out for birds and wildlife, tackling the problems
that threaten our environment. Nature is amazing - help us keep
it that way.

www.rspb.org.uk.
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The 2011 survey saw 22 volunteers
monitoring how well our waders are
faring across approximately 35 sites.
The surveys showed another mixed
year for breeding waders. It was clear
that the exceptionally dry weather at
the start of the year caused them
problems. Notably, lapwing cries
were absent from many regular
breeding sites where scrapes were
bone dry and cracked. However, surveyors found that they have been
nesting on adjacent land so hadn’t
moved from the area altogether.
Pleasingly, curlew numbers remained
relatively stable in all areas, rising on
the Cherwell around Somerton. This
species had shown a sharp decline
since 2005 so this stabilisation in
numbers is encouraging and probably
related to the drier summers of 2010
and 2011. The stability in the curlew
population is also thanks to the work
of landowners in the UTT area who

have worked hard to make their land
more suitable for this species.
Unfortunately, this year redshanks
were found on only one site outside
Otmoor. Again, very low rainfall, resulting in most sites failing to hold
water for prolonged periods, was the
likely cause. However, on the RSPB’s
Otmoor reserve they increased from
20 pairs in 2010 to 30 pairs in 2011.
Snipe too suffered a decline, with only
eight drumming males recorded. Ten
were recorded in 2010 – the first time
the UTT population had reached double figures since 1994. It is unclear
whether this is a true population reduction or a sign of another dry year. As
previously, the Otmoor basin proves
itself to be one of the most important
of England’s wetland habitats. It is still
one of the few places in central England inhabited by breeding snipe,
though with many land managers im-

This survey has helped us
further target our advisory work; it has encouraged us that our advice to
farmers is effective and
that there is possibility of
greater recovery.
Despite the slight drop in
snipe
numbers,
the
wader population seems
to remain relatively stable. Results show that
most sites where work is
taking place are holding
on to breeding waders,
and in some cases increasing.
We are extremely grateful
to landowners who permit
us access to their land and
support the surveys. Their
cooperation allows us to
build up a picture of what
is happening to the wader
population in the Upper
Thames Tributaries, and
how their land management is helping wader
numbers.

Getting on top of rush

Volunteer’s view: Dana Rock

Damp grassland is important for breeding waders and rushes are
a natural component of these sites. Waders require a varied
sward structure – tall for concealing nests and chicks and short for
feeding. Rushes can provide the tall vegetation, however, without
management they can infest a field to such an extent that it will
become unattractive to waders and significantly reduce the grazing value.

I don’t mind the occasional early morning but
5am really feels like the middle of the night to
me. Yet there I was at 5am on a June morning,
heading for a farm in North Aston, nestled
between the Oxford-Banbury canal and my
regular cycle route home. I was with Eleanor
Reast, the Lapwing Landscapes project officer,
and the sun was just up when we parked our
car by James Taylor’s farm.

The main species are the
t u s s o c k forming
soft
and
hard
rushes, and the
creeping
rushes. Perennials of damp
and
waterRush growing along a ditch © Martin Randall, RSPB
logged fields,
they spread though rhizomes and prolific seeding (13000 seeds per
flower head). They are rapid colonisers of disturbed habitat, tolerant of a wide pH range and moderately tolerant of annual cutting,
grazing and trampling. There are several methods to control
them.
Cutting – Cutting rushes after the last wader chicks have fledged
(not before August) is an effective first step. Removing cuttings
(eg by baling) is ideal as cuttings can mulch down to create niches
for regeneration. Rushes should be cut as low as possible, taking
care not to scalp the sward. Drum mowers achieve a very low cut,
but more robust machinery such as flail mowers will reduce wear
in rough terrain. The first cut should be followed by a second cut 4
-8 weeks later to control the re-growth.
Grazing – In some circumstances, a single cut followed by (ideally
cattle) grazing may be sufficient, particularly with creeping rushes.
Stock should not be held on fields after they have grazed off nonrush vegetation due to rushes’ low nutrient value and the increased likelihood of poaching.
Herbicides - Herbicides are used when restorative measures are
required in heavy infestations. Glyphosate is the most widely
used. However, herbicides are not suitable everywhere because
they can kill non-target plants. Site managers need to consider the
existing botanical interest in the sward. Application using a weedwiper is recommended, allowing:
• Targeted application of chemical, allowing avoidance of aquatic

habitats and non-target vegetation.
• Low volume use of herbicide and water.
• Towing with a quad bike, reducing poaching in wet areas
• No spray drift, increasing safety and the application window size.

Mature rushes can be weed wiped, but rush re-growth after cutting is more susceptible to herbicide. A significant height differential is required between the rushes and surrounding vegetation so
that herbicide can be easily applied without killing non-target
vegetation. This is best achieved by grazing the field quite heavily
prior to weed wiping, and through using an experienced operator.

As we donned our boots, we heard the distinctive cries of curlews and Eleanor focused
her ’scope on a group feeding in the meadow

Dana surveying © Eleanor Reast RSPB

ahead of us. I’d never seen a curlew before but as I
watched these charming characters probing the
muddy ground with their long, curved beaks, I knew
they were my new favourite bird. The curlews soon
flew off, calling, over the fields; and we set off too,
walking through tall, dew-drenched grasses and
wild flowers. I can’t profess to understand the requirements of bird surveying and I very much relied
on Eleanor to record the numbers of curlews and
the direction they’d flown.

habitats. My science lesson was interrupted as a roe
deer sprang across the field ahead of us.

Boosting numbers

Muddy boots

Eleanor told me how different waders are adapted
to different wetland habitats. Shorter-beaked lapwings prefer shorter grasses, perhaps sheepnibbled, with tall clumps to hide behind, while curlews favour more irregular cow-munched meadows.
Pollarding trees at the edges of fields also helps to
protect the birds’ nests from predation; another aid
in boosting wader numbers. Eleanor’s explanations
made me appreciate the value of individual
farmer’s efforts to restore these Oxfordshire wader

Muddy boots off, we drove back to the office and I
reflected on the experience: four hours spent surveying showed me that, while we can count the
number of lapwing on a given patch, the beauty of
the whole landscape is immeasurable. And who
knows, next spring you may find me once again
with a clipboard and muddy boots looking for more
waders.

Snipe Fact-finder

Snipe in decline?

Latin name: Gallinago gallinago

Where once the eerie throbbing of drumming
snipe could be heard in the late evening, now it
has been lost in the region, bar one place, the
Otmoor Basin. Snipe have historically bred
across the Upper Thames Tributaries but the
population has declined dramatically.

lenge lies in encouraging them to extend their
breeding range. Many local landowners are meeting
this challenge head-on, by managing wet grassland
through agri-environment schemes, which is playing
a huge role in helping breeding snipe to extend
their range.

The region is not alone: three-quarters of the
UK’s snipe population now only occurs on reserves and protected areas. Snipe are regularly
seen in the area in the winter but these are
birds from northern Britain and Europe, which
do not stay to breed. The breeding population
remains perilously low in the Upper Thames
tributaries. However, in the Otmoor Basin
there has been a gradual rise in their numbers
over the years thanks to the re-wetting of the
area and grazing regimes employed.

What can I do?

The challenge
The breeding snipe population remains highly
concentrated on the Otmoor Basin. The chal-
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We must thank farmers for the work that they do,
with help from HLS, to keep birds (we spotted more
than 20 bird species) and other wildlife flourishing
on their land. It takes a lot of hard graft but the results here – from butterflies to deer – are priceless;
EU subsidies are an important investment in the
wealth of our natural countryside.

Features: The distinctive ‘drumming’ call of the male
during the breeding season is made by its modified
outer tail feathers vibrating as the bird descends rapidly
from a height. In Gaelic the snipe’s name is “goat of the
air”, because the sound it makes has been compared to
the bleating of a young goat. The snipe’s long bill has
touch-sensitive sensory pits on the tip, allowing it to find
insects under the soil surface.
Behaviour: The amazing cryptic camouflage and skulking

Unimproved pasture: limit fertiliser usage and use nature mean they are usually only seen when flushed,
light stocking levels from mid-March to end of July flying in a characteristic zigzag from the ground.
to maintain tall vegetation in the wet flushes during
Breeding: The
female nests in a
the breeding season.
grass-lined
sward, consocks of tall
plays no part
will display

scrape on short
cealed within tusgrass. The male
in incubation but
over the nest area.

Wet areas: retain or create wet and damp areas.
Maintain suitable nesting habitat along watercourse
margins with light grazing by cattle from late summer. Unlike sheep grazing, cattle grazing will produce a better, more tussocky sward which is more Diet: The snipe’s
elongated bill enables
it to probe deep into moist mud to feed on earthworms
attractive to snipe, as well as other wading birds.
and insects.
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